Easy Natural Curler
Tulip shape
One touch clip and curl
Heat safe design
Light and compact
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Easily create beautiful natural curls
Even at the back of your head
Philips Easy Natural Curler makes it easy to create beautiful curls even at the back
of your head. Its unique Tulip shape and clever plates hold the hair strand while
styling, enabling you to create curls in one simple movement.
Beautifully styled hair
Uniquely designed for creating beautiful, natural curls
Professional 200°C styling temperature
Ease of use
Automatic clip for curling with just one hand
Slim handle and small size to carry around
Safer usage
Protects against accidental burns
Gentle on your hair
Protective ceramic coating

Easy Natural Curler
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Highlights

Speciﬁcations

Tulip shape

Light and compact

Philips Easy Natural Curler has a unique Tulip
shape for creating stylish, natural curls like no
eﬀort went into it.

Philips Easy Natural Curler is light,
comfortable to use and compact. Its slim
handle and small size makes it perfect to carry
around.

One touch clip and curl

Technical speciﬁcations
Temperature: 200 °C
Plate size: 20X70
Cord length: 1.8 m
Heating time: 30 sec
Heater type: PTC
Voltage: 110-240 V
Frequency: 50-60 Hz
Features
Unique Tulip shape
One touch clip and curl
Light and compact
Heat safe design
Ceramic coating

Protective ceramic coating
Hair type
End result: Natural looking curls
Hair length: Long, Medium, Short
Service
2-year worldwide guarantee

The Philips Easy Natural Curler’s clip and curl
plates automatically clip and hold the hair
strand while styling, so you can curl in a single
movement and with just one hand.

The protective ceramic coating of the curler's
plates ensures even heat distribution and less
hair damage for shiny and soft hair.

Heat safe design

200°C styling temperature

As the styling plates are protected from
touching, you don't have to worry about getting
accidental burns.

A professional temperature of 200°C
guarantees nice results even on thick hair,
while minimizing hair damage.
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Philips Green Logo
Philips Green Products can reduce costs,
energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
How? They oﬀer a signiﬁcant environmental
improvement in one or more of the Philips
Green Focal Areas – Energy eﬃciency,
Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,
Recycling and disposal and Lifetime
reliability.

* Tested in 2014.

